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The main mission of the JCNC is to facilitate the

exchange of the latest electrical power systems’

researches carried out in the region to:

• Allow engineers and specialists from all around

the world to exchange information and enhance

their knowledge related to power systems,

• Add value to the knowledge and information

exchanged by synthesizing state-of-the-art world

practices,

• Make the synthesis of Cigre's work available to

the decision-makers of the industry.

Conference Topics

1. Sources of primary energy.

2. Technical and technological trends

3. Regulatory Issues

4. Economic and Financial constraints

5. Environmental considerations

Grid Impact Analysis and Smart-Grid 

Control Strategies for PV-Rich Distribution 

Networks 
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DNO: Distribution Network Operators

MV/LV network from UK distribution system 

Conclusions

Urban

• With low demand PV triggers LV investments

but no MV investments

• High demand triggers LV reinforcements thus

PV related investments are only for very high

penetrations

• PV management avoids reinforcements due to

PV but at the expense of energy curtailment

(less with high demand)

–This can be reduced with other technologies

(OLTCs, storage)
11

Rural

• Ground mounted PV drives MV network

investment for both low and high demand

• PV management also avoids reinforcements

–Large volumes of domestic PV increases

ground mounted PV curtailment

12
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• Domestic-scale storage controlled for the

benefit of the customer does not solve network

issues

–Significantly increases self-energy sufficiency

→ consumers become more grid-independent

• Domestic-scale storage controlled for the

benefit of the DNOs solves network issues and

reduce the need for energy curtailment.

However, it reduces self sufficiency of

residential customers (incentives schemes may

be required)

13

Smart Grid Experiences of Korea 

14

What does Smart Grid means? July 2009

At the level of the customer:

–Meters that can be read automatically

–Time-of-day and time-of-use meters

–Meters that communicate to customers

–Control of customers' loads

At the level of the distribution system:

–Distribution system automation

–Selective load control

–Managing distributed generation and "islanding“

15

At the level of the transmission system:

–Measurement of phase and other advanced

measurements

–FACTS and other advanced control devices

–Distributed and autonomous control

16
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What does a Smart Grid do?

• The Smart Grid represents an unprecedented

opportunity to move the energy industry into a

new era of reliability, availability, and efficiency

that will contribute to our economic and

environmental health.

• During the transition period, it will be critical to

carry out testing, technology improvements,

consumer education, development of standards

and regulations, and information sharing

between projects to ensure that the benefits we

envision from the Smart Grid become a reality.
17

The benefits associated with the Smart Grid

include:

• More efficient transmission of electricity

• Quicker restoration of electricity after power

disturbances

• Reduced operations and management costs for

utilities, and ultimately lower power costs for

consumers

• Reduced peak demand, which will also help

lower electricity rates

18

• Increased integration of large-scale renewable

energy systems

• Better integration of customer-owner power

generation systems, including renewable

energy systems

• Improved security

19 20
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PV Impacts on Regulated Utility 

23 24
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2. Technical Losses

28
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Conclusions

1. PV systems decreases the daily system

demand of the system connected to.

2.As PV connected capacity increased, the

technical losses of the system decreased.

3.As the PV connected capacity increased the

commercial losses increased.

31

Converting the building of the Higher Council 

for Science and Technology into a green 

building

32
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Jordan Energy Policy

• According to the 2007‐2020 energy strategy:

Jordan aims to reach 7% of renewable energy

in the primary energy mix by 2015 and 10% by

2020.

• This strategy is currently under reviewing to

be replaced by a new one 2015‐2025 which

calls for 20% RE.

• The energy strategy has included a target of

20% improvement in energy efficiency by the

year 2025.
33

The Main Challenges of Energy Sector in

Jordan

 Almost no local energy resources

 Highly dependency on imported energy,

Approx. 95% import in 2017)

 High cost (The energy imports accounted for

17.6% of GDP in 2014 and 9.5% in 2015)

 High growth of primary energy demand.

34

• Jordan imports 96% of its oil and gas, mostly

at global market prices, while simultaneously

striving to expand energy services for its

growing population and economy.

35 36
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Electrical Energy Consumption

37

Converting the building of the Higher Council

for Science and Technology into a green

building

Objective:

• The objective of the project is to reduce the

cost of energy consumption, improve the

environmental situation of the building

through the transition to environmentally

friendly technologies, increase the comfort of

employees working in the building and thus

increase their productivity.

38

Renewable energy and energy efficiency measures

In this project, four RE and EE measures were

implemented :

1- Space heating and cooling and domestic hot water

using geothermal heat pumps (Ground Source Heat

Pumps, GSHP).

2- Replacing of old fluorescents into energy-saving

units (LED).

3- Replacing of old single glazed windows with

double glass and using of thermal insulation for some

parts of the building.

4- Installation of solar photovoltaic system (52 kWp)

on the roof of the building. 39

On-grid Solar PV system for HCST

40
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Ground Source Heat Pump: success story of 

Higher Council for Science and Technology 

building

41

Closed- Loop Ground-Source Heat Pump system 

(GSHP)

42

Conclusion

A Ground Source Heat Pump was successfully

installed at the Higher Council for Science and

Technology (HCST) building.

Total heat pumps capacity =300 kW.

Saving = 45% as compared with the old split

units

Solar Photovoltaic system = 52 kW peak

The financial analysis:

Payback period =7 years

Net present value for the lifetime of the systems

= 471,000 JD 43

The Relationship Between Very Fast 

Transients and Solids Dielectric Thermal 

Breakdown 

44
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Case Study

45 46

GT21 main transformer high voltage bushing (red-

phase) explosion incident

47

Oil-side porcelain part of GT21 main transformer (red 

phase) high voltage bushing after incident 

Very fast transient (VFT) as a cause of

bushing failure:

• Very Fast Transient rise-time.

• Incident Timing.

• Unwinding Tests Results.

• Preventive Tests Results.

• Hence, it can be concluded that the most

significant and effective variable at the energy

equation was the frequency resulted from the

very fast transient wave.

48
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In our case, all bushings were capable to

dissipate the generated energy except the

bushing of the (red phase) on the main

transformer of GT21 and this would be

explained through the following reasons:

• Bushing breakdown Nature.

• Bushing creepage distance inappropriate

selection.

• Porcelain manufacturing deformation.

49

Conclusion

• The over voltage (VFT) surge was confirmed

to be the main cause for the (OIP: Oil

Impregnated Paper) bushing thermal

breakdown, in addition to inappropriate and

deformation of the (OIP) bushing which

includes the outer surface, insulator thickness

and the creepage distance of the bushing

porcelain.

50

Recommendations

• The QC report of the bushing should take in

consideration the checking of the outer

surface, thickness and creepage distance and

their compatibility with the designed values.

• The QC reports must be reviewed carefully by

the purchaser before the installation process.

• Installing an extra creepage distance for the

bushing in order to overcome the increasing

site pollution severity caused by nearby future

projects.
51

• The controlled switching method is proven to

be one of the methods that minimize the effect

of the fast front transients.

• Creepage distance Maintaining through

frequent cleaning for the high voltage

bushings.

• (GIS) equipment's periodic preventive

maintenance.

52
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Energy Storage and its impact on

Grid Stability

53

• Battery Storage and its effect on Grid Stability

Case Study simulated with Digsilent Power

Factory Study Case: Gas turbine Outage

without BESS; Gas turbine Outage with BESS

54

Conclusion

• This paper proposes BESS as a solution when

performing as primary control in order to

improve the system frequency after

disturbance occurred, and to reduce the

operating cost of other expensive power plants

such as those which run on heavy fuel. Based

on the results, BESS has shown a good

performance in frequency control and can be

used for emergency control purposes when the

system load shedding is unavoidable.
55

Waste-to-Energy Future and Challenges in 

Jordan

56
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Digital Substation, FACTS and effects on 

Renewable Penetration 

60
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• Solar Power

• Jordan Power Generation

• Integration of renewables into the grid

• Major Types of Grid Integration

• FACTS Solution for Renewables

• Small Grid Concept

• Digital Substation

61 62

63 64
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Digital Substation

Thanks to new technologies, the advantages are obvious:

Advantages:

• Up to 50% less OPEX for operation and maintenance of a

substation thanks to End-toend integration of monitoring and

diagnostics

• Up to 50% smaller foot-print thanks to sensors and integration of

functions

• Substitution of up to 80% of signaling wires

• Linear NCIT and tools for up to 40% shorter cycle times

• Smaller or no control room

• Safety for personnel during operation and maintenance

• Cyber hardened

• Flexible, future proof

• Provides all necessary data and information for a stable and reliable

operation of the grid given the new constraints
65 66

• Digital Substation IEC 61850 Bus substitutes 

copper signaling wires 

67 68
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Case Study on Mechanical Depressurization 

of 

Live Transformer Subject to Internal Arc

SERGI TRANSFORMER PROTECTOR

69

Incident Details

70

Serious internal fault in a step-up transformer at a Hydro Power 

Plant in Russia on May 3, 2013

Incident Details: The Transformer

Power Rating:

400 MVA

Voltage:

525/15.75kV

Year Manufactured:

2008

Size:

~9x4x8m

Oil Weight:

82 tons

Total Weight:

292 tons

Incident Details: Safety Protections on 

Transformer
Multiple Safety Protections:

• Routine DGA gas analysis and Buchholtz

• Partial Discharge monitoring

• Water Sprinkler System

• Conventional resealeable pressure relief valve

• SERGI Transformer Protector fast mechanical

depressurization system

Also:

• Transformer was not old (in operation 1 year)

• Transformer was not overloaded (was operating at 

360 MVA)
72

• Focus on the role of the mechanical 

depressurization safety devices

• Use simulation results to interpret the 

incident outcome 
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Sergi Transformer Protector Device

73

Operating Principle of the SERGI Transformer 

Protector:

Passive mechanical depressurizaiton that activates

by pressure wave Cause by rapid gas production of 

arc

• Not intended to act for slow gas releases of thermal

fault

• Not resealable

• Intended for fast evacuation of oil and gas on

millisecond timescale

Incident Details

May 3, 2013

Transformer had a high-energy, low-impedance short-

circuit fault within the transformer.

Ultimately, the incident resulted in no significant

damages to the transformer tank, or the surrounding

equipment at the plant.

74

Transformer After Incident

Incident Details: Location of Fault

75

• Significant scorching

• Approximately 1m length

• Fault at HV Phase B

Conclusions

• During a 6.586 MJ internal fault, multiple safety

protections were actuated in a 400MVA transformer,

including mechanical depressurization devices.

• No permanent tank deformation was found, the

transformer was returned to service

• Based on its early time of actuation, and confirmed

using fluid modeling, the SERGI Transformer

Protector reduced the internal pressure and saved the

transformer from explosion and fire.

• Based on FSI simulations, higher stresses could

develop near the high voltage bushings.

• To mitigate higher arc energy events, protection of oil

bushing cable boxes is recommended.
76
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Enefit – Waste to Energy Solutions

77

Waste to Energy - Estonian Case

78

79

Enefit and WtE in Jordan

80
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Long Term Performance Of Pad-mounted 

Substation With Natural Ester FR3 Dielectric 

Fluid

82

Why Natural Ester fluid?

Natural Ester is the new technology in the

transformer oil made from natural resources.

Environmental safety:

• Biodegradability: Natural Ester test and

classified as EPA classification as (ultimately

Biodegradability) or (readily

Biodegradability).

• Toxicity with zero trout mortality through

standard test.

83

• Natural Ester are classified under Edible oil

regulatory.

• The fluid can be rejuvenated, recycle and readily

disposed.

• Fire Safety:

• Natural Ester fluid has a high fire point (360° C).

• It is less flammable dielectric coolant.

• Natural Ester (FR3) decrease or eliminate the

dangers and cost of the fire caused by the mineral

oil transformers.

84
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Natural Ester fluid properties

• Natural Ester dielectric fluid is (IEC 60076:2013 part

14) :

• Natural Ester can make the transformer to operate at

20 degree warmer than the mineral oil at the same

condition.

• Extend the load capacity by 20%.

• Extend the life cycle of the asset by 5-8x more than

mineral oil.

• Lower maintenance cost.

• Extend the loss of CO2 by 56x than mineral oil.

• Its produce from renewable resource so it production

and utilization is simple and cost effective. 85 86

Conclusion

• It may represent a new paradigm for distribution

transformer.

• JEPCO want to moving ahead in using the Natural

Ester (FR3) technology in power and distribution

transformer.

• The capacity of holding much high value of

overloading improve the range of the application of

the transformer, allow increase the average load, and

higher peak load will not affect the transformer.

• Reduction of the cellulose ageing of the insulation

paper.

• May represent an opportunity for utility to achieve

real finical saving in the power and distribution

network.
87

Impact of Renewable Energy Tariff Policies 

on Tariff Structure

88
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Electricity tariff in Jordan

• Electricity tariff in Jordan is divided according

to usage objective and quantity of

consumption, in order to balance the various

economic sectors.

• Tariff sectors mainly divided to:

• Household

• Regular

• Commercial

• Industrial

• Agriculture

• Water Pumping
89

Net-Metering Tariff (NEM)

• Net energy metering (NEM), is a metering and 

billing arrangement designed to compensate 

distributed energy generation (DG) system 

owners for any generation that is exported to the 

utility grid.

• The utility customer pays for the net energy 

consumed from the utility grid

90

Feasibility of Net-Metering in Jordan

• The feasibility of installing solar energy using

Net-Metering system mainly based on the

average tariff.

• We can calculate the feasibility based on the

supposed prices of renewable energy systems

and the average tariff:

• cost of 1KWp PV = 900 JD.

• Project Life 20 Year.

• Annual generation =1560 KWh/KWp.

• electricity tariff = Avg. tariff.
91

Feed-In tariff

• A Feed-in-Tariff (FIT) is an instrument for promoting 

generation of electricity from renewable energy 

sources. A Feed-in-Tariff allows power producers to 

sell renewable energy generated electricity to an Off-

taker at a pre-determined tariff for a given period of 

time.

92
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Conclusions 

• The net metering system will lead us to

problems in tariff structure and in the financial

structure of distribution companies.

• Feed-in Tariff system can be better able to

manage and control the renewable energy

sector.

• Feed-In allow everyone to invest in the future

energy either in small, medium or large

investment projects.

95

Electricity generation from animals manure: 

A case study on Bio –Methane power plant in 

Al- Dhlail

96
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• Jordan has a substantial biomass resources

formed in a solid wastes, sewage, industrial

wastes and animal manure

97 98

• Uses Of Methane

99

• The bio gas “ Methane “ can be used as

cooking gas, fuel for vehicles, operate

electricity turbines, and so on …

100
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Conclusion

In Dhlail the electricity which generate from the

bio methane power plant can be used for small

use such as lightning, heating and operating the

water pump.

2.Bio methane is one of the renewable energy

sources especially in the areas which have a huge

amount of bio waste.

3.The process reduces water pollution and

emission of greenhouse gas effect.

101 102


